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Quiz topic:
For each of the six questions choose the one correct answer.

1. I’m tired – I think I’m going to put my feet up and _________ some T.V.
   a) look at
   b) watch at
   c) look
   d) watch

2. Why do all young people love _________ loud music?
   a) listening
   b) listening to
   c) hearing
   d) hearing to

3. Can you ___________ to go to the dentist tomorrow? I forgot my appointment last week and don’t want to forget again!
   a) remember
   b) remember me
   c) remind
   d) remind me

4. The company was _________ in 1903 by my great great grandfather.
   a) find
   b) finded
   c) found
   d) founded

5. She’s so _________, she cries at anything!
   a) sensitive
   b) sensible
   c) senseless
   d) sensational

6. I’m going on a business ___________ to Istanbul next week.
   a) journey
   b) trip
   c) travel
   d) voyage
Quiz topic:

Answers:

1. I'm tired – I think I’m going to put my feet up and _________ some T.V.
   a) look at  - You can’t ‘look at T.V’ as the T.V. picture is moving. You can only look at things which don’t change or move.
   b) watch at  - The verb ‘watch’ is not followed by a preposition.
   c) look  - ‘Look’ is followed by preposition ‘at’ and does not go with T.V.
   d) watch - ‘Watch TV’ is correct. We watch things which ‘move’ e.g. a T.V. programme or a football match. Correct

2. Why do all young people love _________ loud music?
   a) listening - ‘Listening’ is always followed by preposition ‘to’.
   b) listening to - ‘Listening’ is always followed by preposition ‘to’ and we listen to music. Correct
   c) hearing - ‘Hearing’ is more passive in nature. You only hear something if it is not through choice.
   d) hearing to - You only hear something if it is not through choice. Also it is not followed by a preposition.

3. Can you ___________ to go to the dentist tomorrow? I forgot my appointment last week and don’t want to forget again!
   a) remember - Remember is the opposite of forget. You can’t remember someone to do something.
   b) remember me - You can’t remember someone to do something and is not followed by an object.
   c) remind - Remind someone to do something is correct, but it is followed by the object.
   d) remind me - Remind someone to do something is correct, see how it is followed by the object. Correct

4. The company was _________ in 1903 by my great great grandfather.
   a) find - Which verb means to start a company?
   b) finded - Which verb means to start a company?
   c) found - Which verb means to start a company?
   d) founded - ‘To found a company’ means to start a company. Correct

5. She’s so _________, she cries at anything!
   a) sensitive - If you are sensitive you are very emotional and get upset easily. Correct
   b) sensible - If you are sensible, you have good reason and judgement.
   c) senseless - If something is senseless, it has no reason or intelligence, e.g. a senseless death.
   d) sensational - If something is sensational, it is either very good or very shocking.

6. I’m going on a business __________ to Istanbul next week.
a) journey - When you go from A to B you make a journey – but not a business journey.

b) trip - You can go on a day trip or a business trip. **Correct**

c) travel - Travel is a verb, e.g. I’d like to travel around the world.

d) voyage - A voyage is a journey made at sea.